Price list for WCO Adventures:

Brown Bear  $18,000.00
Peninsula Brown Bear $24,500.00
Spring Black Bear  $5,500 & up

* This hunt can be over bait, spot and stalk, floating combined with fishing, or a combination of your choosing. Any amount of days and hunters/non-hunters can be accommodated. Some units allow for 3 - 5 bears to be harvested by non-residents. If you are interested in taking multiple bears on your trip please address this when booking your hunt.

Goat  Sept thru Nov  Units 06/07/14/15  $13,500.00

* Some of the units for Mountain Goats are contracted through partner Outfitters. This allows us to hunt a larger area and ultimately provide a more successful hunt.

Moose  Aug thru Nov  Units 6/9/14/16/19  $22,700.00
Sheep  Aug/Sept  Units 14/16/19  $22,000.00

* These hunts have a two person minimum.

All Charter Flights Included on FULL Price hunts only. Hunters pay for charter flights for discounted hunts.

All Trophies Back to Anchorage

Prices are subject to change and are always at the discretion of the Outfitter. Combinations hunts are available contact us for pricing.

www.wcoadventures.com
World Class Outdoor Adventures 8680 Sommers Place Anchorage, AK. 99502
Phone: (907) 727-3474 Email: info@wcoadventures.com